,Abstract. It is shown that an integrity basis of absolute invariants for any representation of a finite abelian group follows from one integrity basis universal for this group-the typical integrity basis (TIB). An algorithm based 0n.a subsequent multiplication of monomial bases to irreducible representations is found for deriving the TIB. The concept of integrity basis is extended to relative invariants that transform by non-identical representations. It is shown that there exists a finite set of relative invariants such that any other relative invariant can be expressed linearly to this set and polynomially to the integrity basis. The algorithm gives relative invariants of the basic set as by-products; they are also included into TIB. Tables of  TIB are given for all classes of isomorphic abelian crystal point groups. As an application, integrity bases in polarization vector and strain tensor components are found for all abelian crystal point groups. Together with invariants that are pure in polarization or in strain tensor and were previously derived by other authors, invariants composed from both quantities. which describe the piezoelectric coupling. are presented.
Introduction
It has been known for a long time (Noether 1916 ) that any polynomial function invariant to a finite group of linear transformations of its variables is polynomially expressible through the finite number of invariant polynomials. The set of these polynomials is called the integrity basis (Weyl 1946) . The importance of invariant functions is obvious from the fact that thermodynamic potentials of any symmetric system must be invariant to the group of its symmetry. The usefulness of the integrity basis lies in that it represents the smallest set of polynomials into which any invariant function could be developed. Killingbeck (1972) has obtained the integrity bases of vector representation of all crystal point groups with a method involving Coxeter groups (Coxeter and Moser 1972) . In fact, these bases were previously derived by Doring (1958) in a search for the general form of magnetic anisotropy. Doring (1958) has, however, originally considered magnetization as a polar vector and in a correcting note by Doring and Simon (1961) it was shown implicitly how to find integrity bases of pseudovector representation of the crystal point groups. The last progress is due to McLellan (1974) , who derived the integrity bases of second-rank symmetric tensor representations of crystal point groups.
Each of these investigations concerns a representation of only one particular physical quantity. The results are therefore adequate for the thermodynamics of magnetized, polarized or strained crystal, but not sufficient for consideration of coupled phenomena, such as electroelasticity, magnetoelasticity, magnetoelectricity and others.
Vojt&ciz Kopskp
The need for invariants in coupled variables is even more pressing in the theory of structural phase transitions (Landau and Lifshits 1951) , where invariants of REPS (irreducible representations) play the dominant r6le. These invariants are trivial for onedimensional REPS, and for two-and three-dimensional transition parameters they were discussed by Gufan and Sakhnenko (1972) . However, to get the full picture of the phase transition, especially the aspects connected with the interaction of the 'soft mode' (Cochran 1971 ) with other quantities. we again need invariants in most various variables. The last developments of phase-transition theory show (Aim 1974) that it is desirable to have a complete scheme for the construction of functions of prescribed symmetry. to lay the ground for systematic investigation. Such a scheme should also involve relative invariants that transform to nonidentical representation, because these may combine into invariant combinations with the 'soft mode' and lead to measurable physical effects.
The use of relative invariants is, of course, not limited by phase transition theory only.
Here we will develop a simple method giving a complete solution of the problem of finding integrity bases of invariants, so far for abelian groups only. The method is based on the concept of invariant to an abstract group considered e.g. in the book by Weyl (1946) in contrast to the notion of invariant of the group of linear transformations. What is actually important is not the nature of variables in an invariant, but their transformation properties. We expect therefore. and it is proved here for abelian groups. that a set of typical invariants exists for an abstract group, from which integrity bases of all particular representations could be derived by proper substitutions. It is shown below that subsequent multiplication of monomial bases, together with reduction to independent monomials, gives a simple algorithm for deriving typical integrity bases (TIB) at least for abelian groups. Relative invariants appear in this scheme as intermediate results of the algorithm, and it is shown that there exists a linear basis of relative invariants, such that all other relative invariants are linear combinations of this basis with polynomials in absolute invariants as coefficients of the combination.
The TIB are derived for nine abstract abelian groups that cover 16 of the classical point groups, and the use of TIB is illustrated by deriving integrity bases of the 16 point groups in components of polarization and of the strain tensor.
Elementary algebraic and group concepts
In the following, G is an abstract abelian group, g, its elements, r, REPS, Xa(gp) character of element gP in REP r,; U, 0 = 1,2,. , , , N , and N order of G. The following properties of the abelian groups should be mentioned:
(ii) the number of REPS equals the order of the group; (iii) there exists an isomorphism: g, c-) r,; (iv) x,(gp) are roots of unity.
Further. we assume that a certain isomorphism ga c-) rz is chosen to numerate REPS in the same way as the Sa's. The index 1 is reserved here and later for unit element g1 of the group G and for the identity REP r,. Then we also have:
(v) r,rp = r, if go = g; and hence r, and To are mutually adjoint. For abelian group it means they are complex conjugated. Especially, Tz = rl and r, is self-adjoint, i.e. real for abelian group, if g, is of second order.
The main subject of our investigation is the set C of all polynomials in n independent variables xp, p = 1,2,. . , , n and relations within this set implied by an abelian group of linear transformations on xP. The set C has all properties of a vector space. Distinct monomials are linearly independent and may therefore be considered as basis vectors. Algebraic forms of kth order are linear combinations of monomials of the same order and hence they also form a vector space R, c C with all possible monomials of kth order as a basis. The zero polynomial must be then treated as a polynomial of any order, because the presence of a null vector is required in any vector space. Unity is understood as a monomial of zeroth order and R, is the set of all complex numbers. Elements of R , are linear combinations of xp. Let the abstract group G be represented by an isomorphic group GT of linear transformations of R,. In a certain linear basis of R I , say { y j } , the group GTis unambiguously defined by some group rT of matrices D, = D(g,), called the matrix representation of G.
Elements y J of R I are transformed by D, to other elements yj(a) of R,. Substitution of yj(a) for y j in polynomials of C leads to some infinite representation of G on C. Similarly some representations of G are induced in spaces R,. To avoid needless complication, we do not use here the standard procedure of Kronecker powers of rT which leads to representations in multilinear spaces and requires further discussion. The space C decomposes into subspaces C, of polynomials p, that transform by REPS r,. Elements of C, will be called a-invariants (a-polynomials, a-monomials, x-forms) and elements of C, will just be called invariants. The intersection ( k 1 SI) = R, n C, is the set of a-forms of kth order and its elements are homogeneous a-polynomials p,, and monomials VI,, of kth order. transforming by T,. Linear combinations of elements from C, and ( k l x ) retain the transformation properties of an a-invariant. Therefore C, and ( k I a) are vector spaces, providing we accept that the zero polynomial transforms by an REP.
So far, we have not considered multiplication of polynomials. Considering this operation, we may treat C as an algebra (Boerner 1955) , because C is closed with respect to multiplication of its elements. The set of all invariants C, is evidently also an algebra. The integrity basis of an algebra is such a set of its elements, in terms of which any other element is expressed polynomially. According to this definition, any linear basis {y,} of R , is the integrity basis of C.
Definition of representation rT of the abstract group G on R, leads to a decomposition of C into C, from which only C, is an algebra. The integrity basis of C, is usually called the integrity basis of representation rT. Let us note that integrity basis is understood throughout this work as the minimal or irreducible basis. Our aim is to determine such an integrity basis that would be related to the abstract group G only. and such that the integrity basis of any representation r T could be deduced from it.
Reduction of the problem to a-invariants
The matrix representation TTof the group G on the carrier space R , is generally reducible: rT = C,nara, where n,, the number of times any REP appears in rT is given by the well known formula:
There exists also a nondegenerate matrix S that transforms all D to a diagonal form Ds = SDS-l and the variables y j into their linear combinations $ = Sljyj. On the diagonal of D; there are characters x,(gp), each n, times, and hence n, of variables ys are Vojtdch Kopsky n-invariants. If r, contains just n, times the identity REP r', then the corresponding n , variables y s are invariants. Since they are independent, they must belong to the integrity basis of C,. The problems of finding the integrity basis to any representation rTof the group G thus reduces to finding the integrity basis in a-invariants.
Let us denote the a-invariants from R I by x ., j = 1,2,. , . , n,. It follows from the properties of abelian groups that any monomial in x . is an a-invariant, and also any product of two a-invariants is some a-invariant. Monomials are also linearly independent and may therefore be used as linear basis of (kla). Polynomials are not generally r-invariants, as some of them are linear combinations of cc-monomials from different C,.
The a-polynomials p , and the a-forms P k , form the vector spaces C, and (k/ cc), respectively.
All possible monomials give, of course, the full basis of C.
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Typical representation of the group
Let us introduce the typical representation of the group G as such representation To that contains every REP I-, of G only once: r, = zJz. In the carrier space RY of typical representation we have just one a-invariant x, to every REP r, of G. The integrity basis of representation r, will be called the typical integrity basis of G. Both ro and the typical integrity basis are related to the abstract group only.
Generally, there is a many-to-one correspondence, or a homorphic mapping, of a carrier space R , to any particular representation r,, on the carrier space RY, or on its subspace. In this mapping, several variables x X j ( j = 1. C, hj = lz, leads to an invariant of r,. Vice versa, equating x,] = x, for allj in an invariant of r,, leadsevidently to a typical invariant. The same is valid for a-invariants. It is, however, not so trivial that the same procedure also connects the basic invariants of r, and ro.
This will be shown in the next section.
Relations between (kla) and their reducibility
Everything in this section applies to any particular representation. Following the steps we can see. however. that any relation obtained thereof for the typical invariants, remains valid on passing to any invariants derived from the typical ones. Let us denote the set of all distinct products of pka
The full set may be expressed as
a, ir r,rp = r, where k has a fixed value between 1 and q -1, and convention is adopted that every element on the right is taken only once to avoid cumbersome expressions in set theoretical sums and intersections. Equation (1) also applies if we use only their linear bases instead of the whole vector spaces. Especially. if we put k = 1 and the typical representation is considered, we have If any representation T,is considered, then x p must be replaced by x p j and summation over j performed. Equations (1) and (2) are rather trivial, but used together with the concept of reducibility by absolute invariants, they yield the desired result.
A monomial mqa, a # 1 will be called reducible by invariant mkl if mq, = mklmq-,,, k > 0, otherwise it is irreducible. The set of all irreducible a-monomials will be called the linear integrity basis of n-invariants. Any a-polynomial is then a linear combination of irreducible cr-monomials with invariants (not necessarily from the integrity basis of invariants) as coefficients. An a-polynomial which is a linear combination of irreducible monomials with numbers (i.e. elements of R,) will be also called irreducible. All irreducible a-polynomials form a vector space and it is therefore possible to reduce the space C, as a whole. The a-forms pqa also form a vector space (qla),, = Red (qla), where Red denotes operation of the reduction. To determine (q I a),, it is sufficient to determine its monomial basis or, in other words, to sort out all reducible monomials from the basis of (qlcr). It is easy to prove that any linear basis of the reduced space C, O = Red C, will have the property of the linear integrity basis of the relative x-invariants. The reducibility of invariant monomials is defined in the same way as for a-monomials (a # 1). A reducible monomial is then the product of two or more invariant monomials. If it cannot be expressed as a product of two other invariant monomials, it is again called irreducible. Jrreducible invariant monomials evidently form integrity bases of invariants and we denote them by I,, where k indicates the order. An irreducible invariant polynomial is a linear combination of irreducible invariant monomials. All such polynomials form a vector space Cy = Red C, and any linear basis of Cy is an integrity basis of algebra C,. For our purpose it is, however. suitable to work with monomial bases. The sets ( k 1 l), = Red (k I 1) are subspaces of Cy containing irreducible forms of order k. Irreducible monomials of order k again form one of possible linear bases of Now we can seeeasily that irreducibility ofinvariants and ofa-invariants is the property of the type of invariant and remains conserved on passing from r, to rT and vice versa.
Hence the typical basis of invariants and the typical bases of a-invariants are connected with integrity bases of any r T in the way described in the previous section.
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Algorithm for deriving integrity bases
The following lemma connects irreducible invariants I , with irreducible monomials: Lemma: If m,, is an irreducible a-monomial, r,rp = q, then xBmk, = I k f l is an irreducible invariant.
Indeed, if I,+, were reducible, i.e. = I&, = xpm, and if x p is in I , = xBmp-la, then mka = mp-l a m k -p + l , 1 and mka is reducible contrary to the assumption.
Considering Galois' resolvent, Noether (1916) has proved that the integrity basis of a finite group is finite, which means that from some k,,, the sets (k I l), are empty for all k > k,,,. The sets (kla),, (a # l), must, however, be empty even at k = k,,,. For otherwise an irreducible monomial mka would exist and xpmkn will, according to the lemma, be an irreducible invariant of order k,,, + 1. Thus the integrity basis of relative invariants is also finite and the highest possible order of an irreducible a-invariant is k,,, -1. However, at least one irreducible monomial mk,,,-must exist, since otherwise I, , , = = mkma,-is necessarily invariant and hence I,,,, would be reducible. ,,-s-l,xp, mk,,,-s-(1) and (2) ( r,rp = ry Either of the formulae (la), (2a) may be used for an algorithmic derivation of the integrity basis. Having all irreducible spaces up to the order q -1. we easily determine ( q 1 l)o, because all invariant monomials we get from ( 2 4 are irreducible according to the lemma and we have only to check that none appears twice. The only difference in determining ( 4 1~)~ from (24 is in that reducible monomials may also appear in products ( q -1 la)oxa. We have, however, irreducible invariants up to the order q -1. so that the irreducible y-invariants are easily selected as those monomials of (q I y) that do not contain irreducible invariants. After a finite number of steps-when we reach q = kmaxit will occur that all relative invariants of (q 1 y), constructed from ( q -1 1 E)~, xp by means of (2) . are reducible. Then it remains to construct irreducible invariants of highest order k,,, by means of (2a).
It is easy to realize that Red
This algorithmic procedure applies as well to the typical representation of the group G as to any other. It is useful to apply it to a nontypical representation only when this is a part of the typical representation, for instance, if we are interested only in variables transforming by some of REPS and the number of remaining REPS is large. Otherwise the typical representation gives the same or more information with the same amount of work.
In the practical determination of typical integrity bases we proceed as follows: the space RI is irreducible by the definition of reducibility. In R, there are binomials x,xB as a linear basis. If a-invariants are numerated in the same way as group elements by means of some isomorphism g, c) r,, then the distribution of binomials into (2 1 y ) isjust a rearrangement of the group multiplication table. Omitting binomials containing x1
we get the bases to irreducible spaces (2 I Y)~. Then we have to subsequently apply (2a) until all irreducible monomials are exhausted. Formula (la) may be used for checking of results or, in some cases, it is even more suitable to use (la) for quick work; for instance to calculate (4 1 y)o from (2 I a), and (2 1 P),.
Typical integrity bases of crystal point groups
7.1. Examples of abstract groups D , and C, D, has four REPS of the following multiplicative properties: r,r; = <. r; = r,. r;q = r,
Hence the second-order invariants are x : , xt, x : , 2-invariant x3x4, 3-invariant x2x4, and 4-invariant x2x3. In the third order we get only one invariant x2x3x4 either when multiplying 2-invariant x3x4 by x,, or 3-invariant x2x4 by x3, or finally 4-invariant x2x3 by x,. 2-invariants x2x:, xzx: of third order arise when multiplying 3-invariant x2x4 by 4-invariant x4 and 4-invariant xzxj by 3-invariant x3, respectively. Both x2x$ x2x$ are reducible. In exactly the same way we get 3-invariants xix3, x3x: and 4-invariants xix4, xix4, which are reducible, too. Therefore, there are not irreducible relative invariants of third order and consequently x2x3x4 is the highest-order basic invariant.
C , has also four REPS of another set of multiplicative properties. r; = rjr4 = rl. r: = r: = T,. r2r4 = Tj, r2rj = I ? , . REPS rj and r4 are complex conjugated and hence so are the variables xj, x,. The second-order invariants are xi, x jx4, 2-invariants x : , xg, 3-invariant x2x4, and 4-invariant xzxj. the last two being complex conjugated.
Let us observe that second-order y-invariants imitate the binary multiplication of REps-compare r,S, = ry with x,xp = mzY, It is convenient for practical use (as regards the disposition of the calculator rather than the actual procedure) to proceed in the calculation of the ( q + 1)th-order irreducible y-monomials as follows: keep xu, say. and substitute for xu all basic j3-monomials from (q I p),, then keep x , and substitute for xu all basic a-invariants from (qlcc),; write down the results from all combinations x,x, (they are y-monomials), take any y-monomial only once and sort out the reducible ones. Keeping x 2 in x i arid substituting x i , x t for the other x , yields third-order invariants x 2 x i , x 2 x t . Keeping x 3 in x3x4 and substituting x 2 x 3 for x4 one gets x 2 x $ Analogously, x 2 x t is obtained when x4 is kept and x2x4 substituted for x 3 . So only x,x$ x z x t are in the integrity basis. Likewise, we get 2-invariant x 2 x 3 x 4 (reducible) from both x i , x:, 3-invariants x:x4 (reducible) and x i (irreducible) from x2x4, and 4-invariants x 3 x t (reducible) and x i (irreducible) from x 2 x 3 .
Substituting again x i for x4 in x3x4, or x: for x 3 in x 3 x 4 we get the fourth-order basic invariants x:, x t . There is nothing to substitute into x$ because (312), is empty. 2-invariants x3x: and xgx4 and 3,4-invariants x 2 x i , x2x2, which will be obtained analogously, are all reducible. The full table is therefore closed by invariants x;, x t .
Note: C, is cyclic of fourth order. This is connected with the highest order of basic invariants, which is also four. Generally, the maximal order q, to which any variable x , appears in the tables shown is the order of corresponding group element g,, because gzm = g 1 implies (rJqa = rl and x4," is necessarily invariant. In case of cyclic groups which have only one generating element of the order of the group, q, is also just the highest order of basic invariant (C,. C, , c,) . This, however, is not true, when there is more than one generating element (see group D2).
Tables of typical integrity bases
The described procedure was performed to obtain tables of typical integrity bases for all abelian crystal point groups. Full tables are presented for all groups except C6h, which, apart from listed 244 typical invariants, has 995 typical relative invariants.
The tables are arranged as follows: the columns correspond to REPS, rows to orders of invariants, so that on the intersection of kth row and ath column we have basic monomials of (kla),. To simplify notation, integer indices a less than ten replaces variables xu, so that, for example, 253 means monomial X~( X~)~. Every table corresponds to the whole isomorphic class of crystal point groups that are given in parentheses. For the first group of the family (group of proper rotations whenever possible) the classification of our numeration of REPS is given with respect to international spectroscopic notation (Callen 1968) ; if S, is adjoint (complex conjugated) to rp, this is mentioned below the table by x* = /?, and the two REPS are joined into one physically irreducible representation (Lyubarskii 1958) . Invariants to real representations in variables of complex representations then appear in pairs of complex conjugated (but independent) expressions. These pairs are arranged symmetrically to the bisecting line of the corresponding column.
Groups C4,, Dzh, C,, are direct products of groups C , , D,, C, with the group Ci = ( e ; i). In such products the number of group elements is doubled. We repeat the numeration of the original group attaching to each element the superscript -or + depending on whether or not the element contains inversion i. In numeration of representations, + and -denote whether the character of inversion is + 1 or -1, respectively. In international notation these cases are distinguished by indices g (gerade) and U (ungerade), respectively. Table 1 is shown in the Appendix. Note that in table 1, which shows typical VojtZch Kopsky integrity bases, an automorphism of the group G interchanges its elements, i.e. introduces a new numeration of them. Applying any automorphism to elements of the group only and leaving the old numeration of REPS, we use a new isomorphism g, c--) rn,.
This table, however, does not change. Thus the typical table of integrity bases is invariant under all automorphisms of the group.
Integrity bases of vector-second-rank tensor representation
Integrity bases of abelian crystal, point groups are given below in components of polarization P = ( P x , P , , P,) and of strain tensor, for which we accept the notation u1 = u X x , u2 = up>:, u3 = U,,, U , = 2ug,, us = 2u,,, us = 2u,,,. To obtain these bases, it is sufficient to substitute appropriate combinations of Pi and uij into typical invariants according to the prescription of $4. To avoid ambiguity in transformation properties of Pi and uij, the orientation of point groups with respect to a Cartesian coordinate system must be specified. We accept the convention that the main axis of any group is oriented along the z axis. For groups containing sets of vertical planes one plane is deemed perpendicular to the y axis. This is sufficient to define unambiguously any of the groups. The remaining ambiguity in numeration ofREPs is not important since it is due to possible automorphisms of the group that do not change the typical table.
Classification of linear combinations of Pi and uij by their transformation properties may be found in Callen (1968) or determined without trouble directly. Complexconjugated combinations shall transform by r, and r,*. Complex-conjugated expressions will also appear in invariants. In this case, however, if A, A* belong to the integrity basis, then Re A, Im A are equivalent elements of the integrity basis.
Let us briefly illustrate the derivation by examples of isomorphic groups C, = 4,.
S , = qz and by the group C,, = C, x C i = 4,/m,. To relate these groups to their abstract partners C, and C,,, it is sufficient to label REPS by means of characters of generating elements and to specify the generating elements for crystal groups. Let xl(g) = 1, x 2 ( g ) = -1, x3(g) = i, x4(g) = -i be characters of generating element g of abstract group C, and let g = 4, for C, = 4,, g = 3, for S, = a2. For abstract C,,
properties of P = (P,, P,, P,) could be found easily by inspection of 4 7 , TzP, iP. Strain tensor components uij transform like products Pipj; once the transformation properties of P are known, the transformation properties of Pipj follow from typical tables yielding at once transformation properties of uij. We find that there are invariants P,, (ul -u2), u3, 2-invariants (ul -uJ, u6, 3-invariants (P, + iPJ, (us + iu,) and 4-invariants (P, -iPJ,
is 3-invariant and ( P , + iP,) is 4-invariant. In C,, = 4,/m, we have invariants (U, -u2).
and 4--invariant ( P , -iPy). It remains to substitute into typical invariants to get the bases.
The integrity bases in Pi and uij are presented in table 2, in the Appendix. For any crystallographic system the common invariants are first written, then those which are special to different groups, The invariants are presented in the sequence: pure in Pi, pure in u . . and finally the mixed invariants in both variables. Within this division they follow in increasing order.
Pure vector and second-rank symmetric tensor invariants of this table are either the same or equivalent to those given by Killingbeck (1972) and McLellan (1974) , res-
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pectively. In addition we gave the mixed invariants useful in thermodynamics of piezoelectricity.
Careful comparison shows that several invariants of McLellan (1 974) are superflous from the viewpoint of minimality of the basis; for example (ul -u2)u4u5u6(u$ -U:) for tetragonal (b) case, which is reducible into u4u5u6 and (U, -U,) (U$ -U:). The method used by McLellan (1974) allows to distinguish between numerator and denominator invariants. It appears that in developing an invariant function into polynomial series the numerator invariants are involved to first order only.
Let us suppose that we consider a set of actual variables xa ( McLellan's (1974) numerator invariants. In fact, all denominator invariants given by McLellan (1974) coincide with the type IEi, and all numerator invariants with those remaining or with their combinations. Some of numerator invariants are then redundant, so that they are not included in table 2. In our opinion, the numerator invariants will prove useful when solving the problem of the general form of an invariant function.
Conclusion and views
The presented method of typical integrity bases provides an easy way of obtaining any particular integrity bases as well as full information about functions that transform by nonidentical representations. Its other advantage is that it could be easily computerized. Although only usual point groups were considered, it is no trouble to extend the use of typical tables to magnetic point groups (Opechowski and Guccione 1965) . Presented tables apply to 16 of the classical crystal point groups, to 23 nontrivial magnetic point groups and to 13 paramagnetic (grey) point groups.
The extension of the method of typical bases to nonabelian groups, which requires a somewhat more sophisticated approach, was also carried out. The results of this studytables of typical integrity bases for all magnetic point groups and the general theoryare in preparation for publishing.
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